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Umayyad Palestine/ : a lead seal of statute labor  Tawf q Ibr h m

This Umayyad lead seal has four lines, with just a single word on each line, of these only the first two lines are
complete and clearly readable while the last two are partially effaced.We will first discuss the first two words that are
distinctly readable and leave the problematic last two words for a discussion further on.
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Nevertheless, even with the limitation stated the reading of the first two words, specially the first, are of central
interest to the somewhat contentious historiography of the period.

The reading of the first word on this seal has admittedly been quite challenging, but finally a comparative look at the
various classical dictionaries consulted and the historical context assumed led to the only reasonable reading of the
first word as , in translation ‘statute labor’, corvée or more descriptive, “due obligatory work without pay”. So in
this particular material evidence the levy is of the militaryadministrative district of the djund of Umayyad Palestine
. / , one established early in the Arab conquest and whose first administrative capital was said to be Ludd
and subsequently moved to Ramla, a city of Umayyad foundation.

The appearance of the word sukhra, , in relation to an administrative area, in this case Palestine, ,
could well indicate that ‘statute labor’ may have been a general need and common demand throughout the extensive
Arab empire and directly or implicitly part of any peace treaty, ṣulḥ, the last better described as ‘capitulation pacts’. It
is quite obvious that the governing Arab djund were little inclined or at all capable of menial work, they had not risked
the multiple dangers of warfare for the likes of laboring in heavy building and repair works, multiple agriculture shores,
heavy transportation, domestic labor or the very long list of possible lowly toils in general.

The use of statute labor must have been quite generalized and thoroughly disliked by the nonArab subject
population, that is the overwhelming majority.This must have been so as is reflected in a said edict by ´Umar ´Abd al
´Azizz (99101/717720) forbidding or limiting its use.

Freely translated as: Forgoing statute labor: ”We see that statute labor is forced upon the people of the land, there is
a negative intent in this matter which is manifestly an injustice.”

´Umar’s stay in power, idealized in many later sources, was brief indeed, less than a year and a half, so this edict like
his other well intended reforms would have had little, or absolutely no relevance thereafter. Statute labor, many times
combined with direct slavery or serfdom was simply a pragmatic vital necessity for nearly any political construct to
survive and function: then, before and after.

This seal is not the only material object in the Umayyad period which bears on it the geographic Arabic term of
‘Filistīn’, , it is also on coper coinage and on another very different lead seal type.

The reverse side of this seal reveals an orifice through it that would have had a string or similar binding a document,
perhaps a rolled parchment or papyri.We can only speculate as for its contents, but probably indicating the nature of
the levy, where and what was it for, whom it was levied upon, the number of laborers involved and the length of time
of this obligation.

Now turning our attention to the last two problematic words which may yet turn out to be what the specific levy was for
and in which particular location it was for. The administrative district of Umayyad Palestine was much too large a
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geographic area for an unspecific general levy, it logically would have to be for a punctual objective in a particular
locality.The other possibility is that the two last words deal with the specific task for which the levy was called up for.
Speculating further, the third word could be read as “for alsud” , or (see note 9) possibly meaning
“for building a dam”.While the separated ‘ ’ , to the left, at the end of the same line could be the beginning part of
the word in the fourth line giving the possible place of the endeavor. With, reservations and doubts, something like,
. can be seen on the seal, this last to be Ramallah would have had to be written as and neither does it
seem to be Ramla which modernly would be written as .We will have to await a clearer seal to be able to
affirm a more satisfactory reading of the last two lines.

A question that immediately comes to mind is how the necessary ‘statute labor’ was incorporated in the various
capitulation pacts that the Arab conquest imposed on vast areas and many peoples that in a few decades they came
to dominate? The answer is not selfevident.We have the general pact of ´Umar which from its content is usually, with
good reason, deemed as apocryphal and probably concocted in early Abbasid period, while his pact with Aelia
(Roman Jerusalem) seems to be and is generally accepted, at least in part, as probably more authentic in content
and style.Whatever, neither mentions anything directly about possible ‘statute labor’. The same can be said of what
little we know of the diverse pacts mentioned covering the difficult conquest for North Africa. Neither is it directly
mentioned in the generally accepted as more reliable and detailed capitulation pact, ṣulḥ, known as the Pact of
Teodomiro dated to 94h (714713) which covered seven cities of the area on the south eastern seaboard of the
Iberian Peninsula, approximately the present day provinces of Murcia and Alicante . That said, no mention of
‘statute labor’ on it either, but it does mention, aside from food stuff for the djund, the due imposition of a yearly
payment of one dinar for every free citizen and half that for every slave. All not to be paid individually but globally by
the local authority involved in the negotiation of any given pact. If taken literally as actual gold solidus/dinar coins this
causes a problem of the lack of any material evidence at that specific date of the availability of these coins in actual
circulation. Not forgetting that thanks to the recent appearance of the lead seals there is now material evidence of
early peace pacts with quite a few other cities of the Iberian Peninsula , including Seville, undoubtedly the largest
city of the Visigoth period. The coins in circulation at and just before the Arab invasion were the scarce coins of the
last Visigoth rulers, that is the tremesis (1/3 of the aureus/dinar) which were in that period of debased electron, that is
mostly silver with little gold. These coins would scarcely fit the definition of the dinar and the half dinar stipulated in
the Pact of Teodemiro. On the other hand the contemporary to the said pact, the transitional coins struck
immediately after Musa´s arrival astride his year and a half stay in the Peninsula (9395 / 712714) were also of
deficient gold and struck, it seems, in roving mints that monetized whatever booty was harvested for its immediate
redistribution upon his impatient Arab djund/soldiers. Furthermore the capitulation payments could not have been
paid in alternative silver coins as these simply did not exist in circulation at that time and would only start being
minted by the Umayyad governors of alAndalus, in small quantities, in 103/721722 . So in short, at that turbulent
moment there simply did not exist anything near the quantity or type of coinage needed monetarily, that is in actual
physical existence, to cover not only the Pact of Teodemiro but also that of the many other cities that we now know
entered into pacts with the new masters of the terrain.

Though admittedly speculative, the only reasonable possibility is that these imposed yearly ‘dinars’, and their half’s,
were purely administrative ‘I ow you`s’, a recognition of a theoretical cumulative annual debt, to be paid not in actual
coins, dinars that just did not exist neither in quality or quantity, but partly in products, in persons (slaves) and, surely
also, in obligatory ‘statute labor’.
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